Interaction of Folic Acid with Nanocrystalline Apatites and Extension to Methotrexate (Antifolate) in View of Anticancer Applications.
Nanocrystalline apatites mimicking bone mineral represent a versatile platform for biomedical applications thanks to their similarity to bone apatite and the possibility to (multi)functionalize them so as to provide "à la carte" properties. One relevant domain is in particular oncology, where drug-loaded biomaterials and engineered nanosystems may be used for diagnosis, therapy, or both. In a previous contribution, we investigated the adsorption of doxorubicin onto two nanocrystalline apatite substrates, denoted HA and FeHA (superparamagnetic apatite doped with iron ions), and explored these drug-loaded systems against tumor cells. To widen their applicability in the oncology field, here we examine the interaction between the same two substrates and two other molecules: folic acid (FA), often used as cell targeting agent, and the anticancer drug methotrexate (MTX), an antifolate analogue. In a first stage, we investigated the adsorptive behavior of FA (or MTX) on both substrates, evidencing their specificities. At low concentration, typically under 100 mmol/L, adsorption onto HA was best described using the Sips isotherm model, while the formation of a calcium folate secondary salt was evidenced at high concentration by Raman spectroscopy. Adsorption onto FeHA was instead fitted to the Langmuir model. A larger adsorptive affinity was found for the FeHA substrate compared to HA; accordingly, a faster release was noticed from HA. In vitro tests carried out on human osteosarcoma cell line (SAOS-2) allowed us to evaluate the potential of these compounds in oncology. Finally, in vivo (subcutaneous) implantations in the mouse were run to ascertain the biocompatibility of the two substrates. These results should allow a better understanding of the interactions between FA/MTX and bioinspired nanocrystalline apatites in view of applications in the field of cancer.